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Background

● What is marine debris?
○ “Any persistent solid material that is 

manufactured or processed and directly or 
indirectly, intentionally or unintentionally, 
disposed of or abandoned into the marine 
environment or the Great Lakes” (NOAA)

● Previous studies
○ Roosevelt et al. (2013) studied marine debris 

on beaches along the Monterey Bay Coast 
between 2009-2010

○ Since then, much has changed

● New baseline data is needed



Key Questions:

1. What is the current composition and abundance of marine debris found on Santa 
Cruz and Monterey County beaches? 

2. Is there evidence of significant changes in marine debris abundance and 
composition over the past 10 years?



 Methods

● Survey Slug Program
● January 2019 - December 2020
● 12 beaches 
● Quadrat surveys
● Transect surveys 
● Data analysis

○ Variables- seasonality, proximity to urban 
centers (urban vs. rural), and location 

● Composition
● Spatial Analysis (GIS)
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Results

Quadrat Surveys:

● Overall abundance of marine debris 
across all quadrat beach surveys 
was  0.263 ± 0.519 items/m²

● Clear seasonal pattern  
○ Winter had the highest 

abundance of marine debris

● Very little difference in abundance 
between urban and rural beaches



Marine Debris Composition



In comparison to 10 years ago...

● Also, notably the 
percentage of marine 
debris that was 
styrofoam decreased 
from 41% to 25%

● Overall abundance of 
marine debris decreased 
from 3.466 items/m² to 
0.293 items/m² 

Data for 2009-2010 from Rosevelt et al. (2013)



Conclusions/ Future Work 

● Conclusions
○ The results of this study provides baseline 

data that is essential to mitigation efforts
■ Seasonal pattern can help cities 

focus efforts
○ Decrease in marine debris is a promising 

sign
■ May take time for full effect of 

legislation to be seen

● Future Work
○ Potential focus on plastic fragment 

mitigation 
○ Study how beach visitorship affects marine 

debris abundance
○ Effects of Covid-19 pandemic
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